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Foreword
Since 2008, the rail freight market has not yet recovered from the global recession and profit margins in the railway
sector have been falling throughout Europe. Moreover, competition was able to increase their capacity due to
innovations. Within the last 15 years, inland vessels have increased their transport capacity by 158%, truck
transportation by up to 50% while rail freight transportation only by 3% thanks to increasing the length of trains to
740 metres.
SHIFT²RAIL IP5 addresses this issue by fostering a vision for future rail freight operation offering increased quality
and efficiency while simultaneously improving the overall cost structure. The target is to shift the road freight
volumes for distances beyond 300 km to other modes in the range of 30% and 50% by the years 2030 and 2050
respectively.
In this context, the FFL4E project (Future Freight Locomotive for Europe) has been aiming at developing key
technologies for future energy efficient freight locomotives, allowing highest operational flexibility and providing
attractive and competitive rail freight services to the final customer.
Andrea Mazzone, Project Coordinator (Bombardier Transportation)
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Introduction
The FFL4E project (Future Freight Locomotive for Europe) aimed at developing key technologies for future energy
efficient freight locomotives, allowing highest operational flexibility and providing attractive and competitive rail
freight services to the final customer. It addressed most of the targets of the TD5.4 (TD 5.4.1 – 5.4.3) of the Shift2Rail
Multi Annual Action Plan (MAAP):
• Provide high operational flexibility by implementing next generation Li-ion
battery based last mile propulsion systems and powerful dual power locomotives
both capable to run on electrified and non-electrified lines and by developing
technologies for the radio remote control for distributed power allowing to
realize new train compositions resp. reduce the operational costs.
• Reduce energy consumption, air and noise pollution while providing high
operational flexibility by integrating powerful energy storage systems based on
powerful Li-Ion batteries
• Reduce energy and track access costs and increase production capacity by
supporting train lengths up to 1500m
• Reduce wheel and track wear, noise and access costs by developing innovative
bogies for freight locomotives
• Increase environmental performance of freight locomotives by being able to
recuperate braking energy and store it on-board, e.g. with Li-Ion batteries
Figure 1: TD 5.4
The innovation potential of the project was twofold; on a technological level on the one hand as well as on a
business model resp. service level on the other hand.
For instance, the integration of innovative energy storage systems for the recuperation of braking energy will allow
the customers to reduce their energy costs. Super silent low wear freight locomotives will have an important impact
on the ambient surrounding freight corridors and will bring in the near future a financial benefit to the operator and
the rail system in general, as not only wear and damage of the freight locomotive but also of the infrastructure will
be reduced. The concept of the last mile propulsion system on a mainline electric locomotive (an electric locomotive
equipped with a small diesel engine covering similar needs and first proposed by Bombardier Transportation few
years ago) was a disruptive and successful innovation, giving the customers the independence from shunting
operators. Full electric last mile propulsion systems with up to 500kWh energy and higher peak power in the range
of 1 MW, while still occupying the same volume as the last mile diesel engines, will bring the innovation to a next
level. Operators will be able to run long and heavy freight train compositions on short non-electrified lines and will
be able to enter restricted areas, with zero exhaust gas and low noise emissions. Moreover, the introduction of
powerful Li-Ion batteries or the technology for distributed power for trains up to 1,500 m length in Europe, will give
the customer the possibility to turn upside down their business mode, massively increasing their competitiveness.
Well known for instance are the very long trains in other continents, whereas in in Europe, the train length is still
limited to 740 m or 750 m in most European countries. The technologies developed in this project will pave the
introduction of long trains, thus giving the freight operators the possibility to set up novel business models and
services.
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Project Setup and Structure
To ensure a successful implementation, a powerful European consortium came together, teaming up companies
with comprehensive capabilities and experiences from Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and Sweden:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bombardier Transportation - rolling stock manufacturers
Trafikverket - the Swedish Transport Administration
DB Cargo - a rail freight operator
DB Netz - a railway infrastructure manager
CAF Power & Automation – a developer and manufacturer of electric traction systems, energy storage
systems and control & communication systems
Failveley Transport - railway braking systems manufacturer and supplier
Virtual Vehicle Research Center - an international research and development center which deals with
application-oriented vehicle development and future vehicle concepts for road and rail
AVL - the world's largest independent company for development, simulation and testing technology of
powertrains (hybrid, combustion engines, transmission, electric drive, batteries and software)

The overall project structure was designed around the three focus areas with the according technological
innovations:

Figure 2: Project structure1
The next chapters will introduce the work done in the three technical work packages.

1

WP2 (technical coordination) was merged with WP1 (management) in a project amendment
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WP3 – Future Freight Locomotive
In WP3, FFL4E focused on two technical distinct topics, each in the specific task: 1) hybridization concepts for
shunting and mainline locomotives including the integration of energy storage systems and 2) bogie design with
respect to low wear & (noise) emission.

Hybridization Concepts
The first task started with the detailed study of the state-of-the-art locomotive propulsion, resulting in an overview
of the present status of locomotives (segmented by technical specifications), major trends among the last decades
and the basics for European Rail freight transportation (type of corridors and operation characteristic). Summarizing,
it can be said that in case of fully electrically propelled locomotives, mostly BoBo ones are likely to work in light duty
conditions. Nevertheless, as a result of mixed traffic networks, a high average speed is required to them not to
interfere with passenger transportation. Hence, higher payloads are likely to result in a high-power requirement for
them. In consequence, a shift from BoBo to CoCo axle configuration may be observed. Regarding diesel locomotives,
which are mostly CoCo, they are likely to run at a significantly lower speed as a result of a constrained power output.
In contrast to electrified networks, train traffic density is likely to be lower.
Considering the state-of-the art of nowadays locomotives and the operation characteristics of European Rail freight
transportation, generic case studies were set out on light- and heavy-duty locomotive reference models to carry out
an assessment of the functionalities that an OESS could provide to them. The following functionalities were
individually studied:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Last mile run: running capability in absence of overhead line for a limited distance
Peak shaving: control of catenary current consumption in order to prevent power peaks applied to the line
Backup mode: running capability when primary energy source is not available
Energy Efficiency: energy recovery capability when braking and efficient operation of diesel engine
Power Boost: increase of available power either for accelerating or for facing steep gradients
Electric Mode: 100% electric operation in low emission zones (either noise or fumes) Last Mile Run, Peak
Shaving, Power Boost, Electric Mode and Energy efficiency.

Table 1 reports the results obtained in the analysed generic case studies:

Table 1: OESS characteristics under the studied generic conditions
A deeper analysis of the abovementioned functionalities on real case conditions was also carried out. For this
purpose, system architectures for the integration of OESS in hybrid electric multi-system locomotives and hybrid
diesel-electric locomotives were specified.
Simulations were focused on Last Mile Run (in case of hybrid electric multi-systems and, Power Boost and Pure
Electric Mode (in case of hybrid diesel-electric systems functionalities on four real track profiles (TP1-TP4).
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From the simulation results on hybrid electric multi-system locomotive (Table 2) it was concluded that the
characteristics of the OESS for TP1 and TP3 show comparable requirements from an energy point of view, 180190kWh. Nevertheless, required battery capacity becomes higher, ≈240kWh, if a power limit of 5C is imposed. The
same amount of energy is required by TP4 if this power restriction is kept. TP2 seems to be too challenging for the
given boundary conditions (1095kWh required).
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Table 1: OESS characteristics under the studied specific 4 boundary conditions.

Table 2: OESS characteristics under the studied specific 4 boundary conditions

For the simulation on hybrid diesel-electric locomotive, a simulation model capable to run at 5 different operation
modes was built (DE only, DE + battery mode, DE + battery + charging, DE + battery + power boosting and DE +
battery + power boosting + charging) and deployed in combination with a 375kWh battery.
From these simulations it was concluded that for the investigated use case a battery size of 320 kWh is sufficient, as
the SOC drops down to 40% without charging. A reduction in fuel consumption of approximately 10% can be
achieved when the battery is charged via recuperation.
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Bogie Design
The motivation of the second task (bogie design) was to further increase the cost efficiency of transport by rail by
achieving a cost reduction in track access charges. To achieve that, the track friendliness, characterised by low wear
and low wheel-rail-forces, of various freight locomotive bogie designs and their consequences on operating costs of
freight locomotives were analysed. As the track friendliness mainly depends on the wheelset guidance within a bogie
the focus was on analysing various wheelset guidance concepts for locomotives. In order to evaluate the various
wheelset guidance concepts, the Swiss Track Access Charge (TAC) system introduced in 2017 was used. The analysis
resulted in a public deliverable, presenting, beside the target analysis and the evaluation criteria and procedure, the
three most promising concepts and the evaluation against the criteria. The concepts were considered for a
Bombardier TRAXX locomotive with the FLEXX Power 140 EU3 bogie, the newest generation of two axle nose
suspended bogies. Following the concepts were considered:
•

•

•

ARS: ARS stands for Active Radial Steering and
stabilization and is part of BT’s mechatronic
bogie platform [9]. The mechatronic bogie is a
modular bogie, allowing the train operator to
choose between several modules, which
improve the running behaviour of the vehicle.
Besides the ARS, the bogie can be equipped with
a tilting mechanism module for higher curving
speeds, an active lateral suspension module for
increased running comfort, semi active dampers
module or a bogie condition monitoring system.
RS-D: The abbreviation RS-D stands for (passive)
“radial steering with internal damping”. The
main difference between active and passive
radial steering is that the passive radial steering
relies exclusively on the wheel-rail forces for the
radial adjustment while in an active system
additional external forces can be applied to
change the steering angle of the wheelset.
ADD Active yaw damper: The active yaw damper
(ADD) was developed in the year 2004 by
Siemens Transportation Systems and Liebherr
Aerospace. The target of this system is to reduce
lateral forces in curves by achieving a better
alignment of the bogie in curves. This shall lead
to a more equal distribution of lateral forces in
curves and so to a reduction of the maximum
lateral quasi static forces at the leading
wheelset.

Figure 3: ARS-Concept Design

Figure 4: Hydraulic cylinders (red) mounted
in a FLEXX Power 10 bogie

Figure 5: Active yaw damper mounted on a ÖBB class
1016 locomotive
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The various systems were modelled and simulated using SIMPACK, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: SIMPACK locomotive model including hydraulic elements
The analysis showed that all three analysed concepts are offering improvements for the running behaviour of
locomotives in curves. All three concepts are suitable to reduce the Yqst force to enable the fulfilment of the EN
14363 requirements for 90 t locomotives. The ARS and RS-D provide a satisfying reduction to also meet the even
stricter requirements regarding SBB-I50127. All three concepts achieved at least 20% of the possible reduction of the
TAC. At the end the RS-D is the best concept for the TRAXX locomotives. It offers a satisfying reduction of the wheelrail-forces and, in comparison to the ARS, is more suitable as an option for FLEXX Power bogies. The benefit of the
ARS regarding wear cannot counterbalance the increased recurring costs for this system. TAC calculations, based on
a simplified, preliminary model of RS-D, showed that there is a cost saving of about 14% by use of RS-D on the wear
dependent portion of TAC. This reduction is a mean value considering the Lötschberg mountain, Lötschberg tunnel,
Gotthard mountain and Gotthard tunnel routes. The cost savings are highly depending on route.
Finally, the RS-D was selected to be the preferred solution, a prototype was developed and installed on a locomotive
and tested in real environment. The measurement showed that quasistatic lateral wheel/rail forces Yqst in very
narrow curves (test area 5 from Swiss specification SBB I-50127 [2]) can be fulfilled by the RS-D system in
combination with tipping elements at primary and secondary spring level.
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WP4 – Full Electric Last Mile Propulsion System
The concept of the Last Mile (LM) propulsion system on a mainline electric locomotive, first proposed by Bombardier
Transportation few years ago, was a disruptive and successful innovation giving to customers the independence
from shunting operators and full flexibility in daily operation. These electric locomotives are equipped with a small
diesel engine with ca. 200-300kW power at the shaft which allows moving a heavy freight train on non-electrified
lines with low speed. In FFL4E, the aim was to go a step further by replacing the diesel engines by powerful OESSs.
Full electric last mile propulsion systems, based on Li-Ion batteries, with up to 500kWh energy and higher peak
power in the range of 1MW, occupying the same space in the locomotive as the last mile diesel engines, would bring
the innovation to a next level, allowing operators to run long and heavy freight train compositions on short nonelectrified lines and to enter restricted areas, with zero exhaust gas and low noise emissions. Furthermore, the
battery would allow recuperating large amounts of braking energy, helping to reduce the overall energy
consumption.
In this WP, various use cases were studied for catenary free operation in Sweden. Important track sections were
described, and it was studied what type of locomotive (hybrid and full electric locomotives with LM propulsion
system), would fit best for these track sections. Based on the internal know-how of Bombardier Transportation, on
the results of the study mentioned above and on the analysis done in WP3, both concluding that for last mile
applications the battery capacity should be somewhere between 300kWh and 400kWh and the power above 300kW,
a concept, the specifications and a first safety analysis were done. Several integration and related protection
concepts were evaluated and finally, as no locomotive could be provided for the demonstration, it was decided to
prepare the demonstration setup in Bombardier's battery lab in Mannheim Germany. The setup is shown in Figure 7.
For that, a small Li-Ion battery with 50kWh and nominal charging and discharging power of 127kW, meant to
become a building block, was procured.

Figure 7: Test setup with electrical measurement system and internal control data

The main goal in these tests was to verify the power capability with respect to the predefined power profiles (see
Figure 8) and the thermal behaviour of the traction battery to derive an optimum cooling system for this special
application.
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Figure 8: Examples of load cycle to be tested
The measurements in the power lab showed that the application is capable to perform the predefined load cycles
with nearly any limitations. If the cell temperature at the beginning of a load cycle is well tempered it is possible to
operate this power cycle only with operation of the water coolant pump of the Thermal Conditioning Uni but
without active cooling (compressor and condenser fan can be deactivated). Furthermore, no critical parameters
were measured. Figure 9 shows one example of the various temperature measurements done in this project.

Figure 9: Warm-up phase of the coolant when the battery was always in use
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The measurements in the power lab have shown that the battery unit is capable to perform the predefined load
cycles with nearly any limitations. If the cell temperature at the beginning of a load cycle was well tempered it was
possible to operate the power cycles with the operation of the water coolant pump of the TCU only, thus without
active cooling (compressor and condenser fan can be deactivated). This led to a maximum cell temperature rise
(dependent of the start temperature) which was less than ΔJ = 20K caused by the big thermal capacity of the
battery. As the last mile battery operation is a special use case which needs to operate the battery only
approximately one load cycle as and does not need a continuously operation of the battery, the cooling system can
be designed with a small cooling power to cool down the battery after a load cycle without time constraints.
The positive results of these tests encourage to further work on the various building blocks required for the
implementation of Li-Ion battery based last mile propulsion systems.
The use cases tested with the simulations, as well as the ones analysed in the deliverables WP3 can be well served by
such battery systems, requiring the adaption with respect to installed energy density only. Power seems not to be an
issue. Furthermore, the important question mark could be answered whether a powerful temperature conditioning
unit with impact on volume and weight performance is required or not. The demonstration has shown that, if a
clever temperature management is used, the temperature of the battery cells can be kept in a healthy level with a
small cooling power unit only.
With the demonstration, various building blocks required to ensure safe operation were tested. Some are part of the
battery itself, such as the battery management system supervising the various parameters at cell, module and unit
level. These building blocks can be modularized and developed as platform solutions. Others are linked to the
integration in the traction chain itself, such as the control of the DC/DC converter or the overvoltage protection
system. These building blocks are specific to the system environment and differ from vehicle to vehicle.
Finally, also a safety assessment of a Li-ion battery
was done. Based on the standards relating energy
storage systems with railway application (IEC62619
and IEC62928) and functional safety (IEC62278
(equiv. EN50126-1), IEC62425 (equiv. EC50129) and
IEC62279 (equiv. EN50128)), the next procedure
was followed in order to study the safety
requirements of Li-Ion traction batteries in
locomotives: a) hazard analysis, b) risk assessment,
c) safety integrity level (SIL) target definition.
The performed hazard and risk analysis provided a
clear insight on the hazards relative to an ESS and
its potential impact when employed on a
locomotive application. A significant amount of
risks were identified, considering the different life
stages in which each risk may take place.

Figure 10: Relational map of international standards
concerning energy

After considering the list of external hazard prevention and mitigation, three main safety functions were identified,
in order to comply with the tolerable risk limits that were defined:
•
•
•

SF1 [SIL 1]: Electronic protection against overheat on module.
SF2 [SIL 1]: Electronic protection against overcharge and over discharge on cell.
SF3 [SIL 2]: Electronic protection against overload/over current on the battery.
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WP5 – Long Trains
Increasing train length and weight with existing resources (locos, driver, path) is one of the most effective ways to
improve productivity and competitiveness of rail freight traffic. Beside the railway undertakings it helps
infrastructure managers to maximize the track utilization and to clear up room for additional traffic. Until today,
there is no technology available in Europe, with UIC brake, to run multiple traction units at different positions within
a freight train. A Distributed Power System (DPS) would enable operators to increase train lengths and weights
beyond today’s limits, from 740m lengths up to 1,500 m, thus doubling the train capacity. The objective of the S2Rproject “Long Trains” and this WP was to develop and test a DPS, based on a radio remote control, for commercial
applications. The project followed a strict user oriented and step-by-step approach demonstrating DPS in pushing
locos and the refine the technology for train lengths up to 1,500 m. See Figure 11 for a graphical representation:

Figure 11: Short and long term objectives of operation with DPS
The project decided to demonstrate the technology with a short train and a pushing locomotive (short term). The
reason is that nearly every track section has a certain gradient which defines it´s so called “coupling hook load limit”.
Depending on the gradient it lies on many track sections between 2000 and 3000 tons. Many trains do not reach
their train length limit but the limiting coupling hook load. This leads to under dimensioned trains with e.g. 500m
length and 2,300 tons weight. DPS helps to maximize the train weight and length because it weakens/removes the
restriction of coupling hook load limits. By investing the same resources (two locos, one driver) trains can become
longer and heavier, as depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 12: First DPS operation
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The project addressed in various tasks following topics:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Infrastructure and Business Case: Relevant infrastructure adaptations are needed for train lengths beyond
740 m. Coupling & Sharing Stations to combine trains with joint paths have to be designed and overtaking
stations have to be expanded. The Business Case for the introduction of DPS-technology in trains up to 740
m without the need of infrastructure adaptations therefore differs fundamentally from the one for 1,500 m
trains.
Functional requirements: Starting from the as-is-analysis of pushing action, requirements for DPS with
unmanned guided locos were derived. A key success factor was to involve at an early state operational
personnel like drivers to identify relevant use cases and functions for the DPS. For operation of 1,500 m
trains new operational rules must be developed and tested.
Train dynamics: In-train-forces play a major role in freight trains. Operational rules for brake regimes
depending on train weight and length are one important tool to control the arising in-train-forces. Bringing
into the train consist additional guided locos with their own traction and brake forces changes today´s
operations fundamentally. Especially in cases of communication loss all locos have to behave in such a way
that bearable in-train-forces are not exceeded. In close cooperation with the Open-Call-Consortium
DYNAFREIGHT, simulation of upcoming and bearable forces of a concrete infrastructure and in different train
configurations were done and gave major input to technology development.
Safety management: Safety Management is one of the most crucial topics. Former projects like GZ 1000
(1200 m test train between Rotterdam and Oberhausen) and MARATHON (1500 m test trains in France with
DPS) have shown the availability of technological solutions for test runs but it is challenging to bring DPS into
commercial operation for daily business due to the possible critical situation related to in-train dynamics. In
fact, longitudinal forces strongly build up with increasing train length. Even today freight trains with a length
of 740 m can be operated only by applying particular measures if their total wagon mass is 1200 tons or
more. Those trains are not operated with all wagons purely set in brake mode P which allows a faster
cruising speed. Instead locomotive and the first five subsequent wagons are set in brake mode G (brake
regime “Lange Lok” LL). This measure leads to braking forces at the first vehicles that are building up slower
and thus reducing the overall level of longitudinal compression forces in the train. Consequently, all relevant
operational scenarios needed to be analyzed and hazards had to be identified and remedies to be defined in
order to proof the same level of safety to run unmanned guides locos in a freight train.
Development: The distributed power technology prototype was developed, including the Distributed Brake
Control Unit, the radio unit and the multiple traction functionality. The system was tested in the lab, using
already GSM-R communication and simulating two locomotives. Then, the technology was integrated into
two DB TRAXX AC3 locomotives.
Demonstrator: The prototype of Distributed Power System was successfully tested in standstill and dynamic
operations. The static tests were performed first with the locos only, then with wagons in between. The
dynamic tests were executed in the constellation loco – 27 wagons – loco. For the demonstration, resp. the
test campaign (see Figure 13 and Figure 14 ) a composition of 39 fully loaded Fal-wagons with in total 3500 t
and 500m length were used. The in-train-forces for this train constellation were simulated in detail by the
DYNAFREIGHT consortium. During the test campaign on public infrastructure between Hamburg and Bremen
different operational scenarios of traction and braking with and without DPS were executed. Longitudinal
forces in the train were measured and compared to the simulation results. The train was equipped with
measurement and communication technology to log all relevant traction and brake commands during the
tests and to ensure a stable voice communication between both locos.
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Figure 13: Test train constellation with measurement equipment

Figure 14: Location of test campaign
The major results of the test campaign can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brake distances are lower with DPS
Under nominal DPS conditions in-train-forces are lower compared to case ‘DPS switched off’
Degraded DPS conditions may have a strong impact on the level of longitudinal forces. Thus, it is
recommended to run DPS trains in brake regime G when today’s limits in terms of mass and train length are
exceeded
Under DPS control a high level of longitudinal compression forces has been measured only in some
operational scenarios. This high level or an even higher level is observed when DPS is switched off during the
same type of scenario
Releasing time of the brakes of the whole train is significantly shorter with DPS
Simulation is a helpful means to identify the most critical operational scenarios of a system
The prediction of maximum values of longitudinal forces has not been completely successful, mainly because
deviations to the specified DPS behaviour have been observed and some random effects of GSM-R
communication occurred
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Events and Publications
FFL4E organized respectively participated to the following events with the listed publications / dissemination
activities (only most relevant ones):
•
•
•
•
•

Kick-off Meeting, October 12. 2016, Zürich Switzerland
Mid-term Event: April 18, 2018, Vienna: Presentation of the project status to a larger audience
TRA 2018: April 16-19, 2018, Vienna: Two full papers with oral presentation
Innotrans 2018: September 18-21, 2018: Dissemination activities by DB and Faiveley
Final event: June 18. 2019, Munich Germany, incl. movie of long train demonstrator

Conclusion
The Future Freight Locomotive for Europe (FFL4E) Consortium has been aiming at developing key technologies for
future energy efficient freight locomotives, allowing highest operational flexibility and providing attractive and
competitive rail freight services to the final customer. The focus was mainly on TD 5.4, aligning the objectives to the
ones of the MAAP, such as capacity increase, energy efficiency, hybrid propulsion technologies, railway system LCC
reduction, maximizing operational flexibility and reduction of noise and wear. In In all 3 work packages important
results achieved:
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of hybrid propulsion systems for various use cases
Development and testing of wheelset guidance systems
Analysis of battery based last mile propulsion benefits
Specification and development of a building block for LM battery applications and testing in the power lab
(demonstrator)
Specification and development of radio remote control for distributed power with very good results
achieved during demonstration

Most of the work to be continued in the following S2R projects, expecting dissemination in real products
• Hybrid propulsion is further being studied in FR8HUB and will be continued in FR8RAIL III
• Last mile battery (large one) is further evaluated in FR8HUB and will be continued in FR8RAIL III
• Radio remote control for distributed power is further developed in FR8RAIL II and AWP 2020
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